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INTRODUCTION

My Senior Scholars is an investigation of the ideology of domesticity
and behavior of married working class women in specific textile districts
in England between 1851 and 1881. In particular, I examined which
working class women the ideology encompassed, and to what extent these
women followed the ideology.
In order to understand the kieology of domesticity, certain aspects of
working class life have to be taken into consideration. The changing
economic and social spheres of married women, divisions within the
working class, which separate the average worker from the elite
segments of the working class (hereafter referred to as the labour
aristocracy), and the ideals embodied in the concept of respectability, are
basic to the emergence of the ideology of domesticity.
The sources that were examined included both government and
autobiographical documents, as well as secondary source materials which
combine contemporary historical opinion with support from primary
materials. When references are made to statistics, they are referring to
data from particular enumeration districts in Lancashire cotton textile
areas and shipbuilding regions of England, including Preston, Oldham,
Blackburn, Salford, Wardleworth, Bury, and Toxeth Park, Liverpool, in the
1851 census. A total of 455 households are included in the sample which
was chosen through the use of random numbers.

The census indicates the

occupation of the head of the household, sex, marital status and age of
the head, as well as the occupations, ages, and origin of every subsequent
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member of the household, including wives, children, relatives and lodgers.
The data were used to assess how wives' participation or lack thereof in
the labour force was related to their husbands' occupational status.
Therefore, single and widowed women were excluded from consideration.
Male workers were then further classified into occupations comparing the
labour aristocracy, lower status occupations, and labourers. Occupations
classified as labour aristocracy included spinners, engineers,
shipwrights, and artisans Those who were classified as non labour
aristocracy included handloom weavers, powerloom weavers, and other
unclassified weavers, semi-skilled workers, and mechanics. This paper
concentrates on the spinners when referring to manufacturing to the
labour aristocracy, since not only were manufacturing there were more
spinners in the sample, but more is known about spinners than about other
members of the labour aristocracy. Thus, although the specific census
figures are about particular members of the labour aristocracy, the
relationship of status within the working class and the practice of the
ideology of domesticity, is considered to be similar in similar types of
occupations.
Parliamentary Papers of 1888 reveal the rates of wages of cotton

manufacturing districts, as of October 1,1886, according to occupation
and number employed in each gender. It must be noted that this
information was generated thirty five years after the 1851 census and
was not a census, but rather a survey, completed by employers
themselves. Although wages were recorded in monetary amounts by the
Return of Rates of Wages in 1889, a Select Committee on Payment of
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Wages, led by Lord Ashley and the House of Commons in 1842, found a
large percentage of the working class population, especially those
engaged in factory work, were paid by the "truck system", [Parliamentary
Papers Select Committee on Payment of Wages 1842 IX.]

This practice

continued until it was eventually outlawed later in the century. The
system was one in which wages were partially paid in goods, for example,
people were 'paid' with the factory goods including such edibles as flour,
meat, malt, cheese, bacon or wearables already produced in the factory,
which according

to the employer were of equal or greater value to the

wages that would have been earned. However, commissioners questioning
workers and employers, found that the staples were not worth the real
value of the work, and the employer was making extra money by
increasing the value of goods by as much as 55. This practice, although
not revealed by employers in their survey retums, must be taken into
consideration to understand the economic structure and actual amount of
wages paid to members of the working class to determine how they will

fit with the ideology of domesticity, respectability, and the labour
aristocracy. Wages in 1851 would have generally been lower and the
standard of living was higher in the 1880's than in the 1840's and 50's.
Thus the 1884 data on wages would be an overestimation of the wages of
all occupations in the 1850's.
Autobiographies of both working class men and women in which they
related their first hand work and home experiences were investigated.
Chronicles of their lives help us to understand if the working class
thought they were following the ideology of domesticity and to what
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extent they believed they were respectable. However, most contemporary
works were not written by members of the working class since they were
often uneducated or did not have time to write due to work. Instead, the
middle class judged the ideologies of the working class according to their
own standards and ideologies in newspapers and journals including
Household Words, Bdtish Medical Journal, Manchester Statistical Society
Transactions, the National Association for the Promotion of Social
Science, and in the Morning Chronicle. It must be noted that many of the
sources covered the period 1840 to 1890, revealing characteristics of
working class life in England in general, while the census data and the
Parliamentary Papers reveal families economies of working class people
in specific years and districts in England.
Through examination of these sources and secondary works, I assessed
which working class women were able to follow the ideology of
domesticity. By taking into consideration their different lifestyles
depending on their husbands occupation, and the community in which they
lived, I found that only a select group of women whose husbands were
members of the labour aristocracy could possibly follow the ideology of
domesticity, although other working class women may have adhered to the
ideology to the best of their abilities.
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The industrial revolution began in the last few years of the 18th
century and continued evolving well into the early 19th century
opposition. With the transformation of work from home to factories,
family life was altered. A separation of spheres took place, which
assigned the woman to the home and the man to the public workplace. The
ideology of domesticity emerged from this industrial transformation.
Their place in society seemed to be in flux. The ability to practice
domesticity was not necessarily the reality for most working class
women, but an ideal to which they aspired.
The ideology envisioned the working class woman's place to be in the
private sphere of the home. Married women working would not only be in
opposition to the ideology of domesticity, but also would negate the
ideology of manhood. The ideology of manhood could be considered as the
counterpart to the women's ideology. Working would offend her husband's
manhood, demonstrating his inability to earn a 'family wage' to provide
for his whole family. [Vicinus 1972, p.112.] The husband became the sale
representative of the family ..."there is only one occupation holder in the
family and all the members share the same amount of prestige and
economic power, that which derives from his position." [Oakley 1974,
p.33.] However, most members of the working class could not adhere to
this ideology. No longer was the family a productive economic unit to
which every member earned a wage which was then pooled together, but it
was expected that the husband would be the sole provider. Therefore. if a
woman had to work, out of necessity or custom, it offended the purest
form of the ideology of domesticity, in addition to her husband's manhood.
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Since most members of the working class could not adhere to this
ideology. Rather it was an ideal to which they aspired, but few achieved.
A definite disparity existed between the ideal for women, and their
actual life experiences. Ideally, as the century progressed, more and
more women would have been able to live up to the ideology as the
standard of living improved, and with it, the efficiency of the family
wage. However, for many married women throughout the century, their
husbands wages were erratic, unemployment and underemployment, were
persisting conditions of working life.
The 1851 census revealed the disparity between the ideal and reality..
Perhaps it can be assumed from the way textiles were produced prior to
industrialization, that close to 100% of all women were somehow
working in the home helping to earn the family income. With the
separation of spheres it seemed as if more women would be staying at
home, not working, assuming the role of 'housewife.' For the majority of
working class women this was not true. Among women whose husbands
were members of the labour aristocracy, defined by historians as the
most highly skilled and highest paid members of the working class, only
300/0 were not working in comparison to the average working class woman
of which 14.96% were not working. In 1871, the percentage of married
female cotton operatives were 30.050/0. According to Michael Anderson,
in Preston, Lancashire 1851, 26% of all wives were employed in the
cotton industry which dominated the economy. [Anderson 1971, p.59.]
Women, including married, single and widowed, in paid employment in
England in 1850-1910 in thousands of people was recorded in table I:
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Table I Percentage ot Women Employed In The Working Population

tot. wising. pop !

W, in wis. pop. *

°/owls. Wto wk. popH

°/0 wkW to pop@

1851

9,3n

2,832

30,20/0

26,6%

1871

11,870

3,650

30.7°10

27,20/0

4,489

31.0%

26,4%

29.5%

25.70/0

1891

14,499

1911

18,340

5,413

KEY:
! Total working population including men and women
• Number of women working in the entire population

# Percent of women working in the entire wol1dng population
@ Percent of working women in the entire population

[Victorian Women 1981, p,273,]

The largest percentages of married women's occupations were
recorded as unknown (blanks next to married women's occupation on
enumeration sheets). With no occupation listed, it cannot be assumed
that these women were not wondng or conversely, that they were
working. These percentages remain undecipherable, The occupations of
45% of wives of the labour aristocracy were unrecorded, while 500/0 of

regular working class wives were left blank, and an extremely high
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percent, 59 % of all wives whose husbands were classified as labourers
had no occupation listed.
As the standard of living increased, more women were able

to fulfill

the ideology. A minority of women's husbands earned a family wage,
while for the majority, this was an ideal, since husbands' wages were
often very low and too erratic, due to fluctuations in the cotton trade.
Again, members of the labour aristocracy were the exception. The
domestic ideal made it difficult tor wives of full time employed men,
especially those in skilled labour who aspired

to respectability, to be

seen as wage earners. But, this too was dependent on how the community
perceived the ideology, and to what extent they adhered to respectability.
For example, weavers did not feel they fell from the ideology of
respectability by working alongside their husbands, because most women
married to weavers were doing the same thing. These women may have
worked out of necessity as it it known that men weavers could not earn a
family wage. (See appendix 1) However, cotton textile weaving was also
a way of life. It may have been considered unrespectable if a wife did not
work. She may have had a sense of obligation to contribute economically,
regardless of the ideology of domesticity as women who did not take jobs
were "looked upon as lazy." [Oakley 1974, p.57.]
In fact, 600/0 of all power loom weavers wives worked as power loom
weavers; and 37% of all hand loom weavers wives worked as hand loom
weavers. This information does not indicate that they were working in
the same mill. but it is likely since employers otten preferred
whole families

to hire

to work the looms, believing that such workers would be
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more dependable and hard working. [Joyce 1980, p.112.] For example, in
Lancashire there was a scarcity of women and it was quite common for a
married worker
employer

to apply for employment in a cotton mill and for the

to say, "We will employ you, but you must bring your wife with

you." [Hewitt 1958, p.13.]

Thus, in particular areas, the ideology of

domesticity as it pertained to employed married women may have been
irrelevant because of the particular economic and cultural characteristic
of cotton textile weaving communities.
To begin to understand the variations in the lives of the working
class women, where these women were ranked in the working class
status hierarchy, the occupation of their husbands must be investigated.
Within the working class, definite status divisions between skilled and
unskilled workers existed.

lABOUR ARISTOCRACY ANp WAGES

The decline of domestic production led to increasing proportions of
unskilled labour while skilled sections, such as spinning, remained small
and closed

to the masses of the working population. [RandaIl1982, p.34.]

Within the skilled sector were certain occupations which historians have
designated as belonging

to the labour aristocracy. [Hobsbawm 1984]

Specialization involved a breakdown of tasks which, once done
single-handedly, were divided into more and less skilled parts. [Pinchbeck
1969, p.30.]

The labour aristocracy ca.n be defined as the most highly

skilled and highest paid members of the working class, who extolled
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virtues of being respectable. (Discussion of respectability to follow.)
Skilled labourers were those considered by society to have great
proficiency from training or practice. They had attributes considered
indispensable to production because they were not in abundance. Because
their skills were extremely valued, they held an elite status over
unskilled members of the working class whose abilities were not
considered because they were more readily available. A subset of skilled
workers formed the 'labour aristocracy'. Only a certain percentage of
skilled workers, depending on their occupation and wages, were members
of the labour aristocracy. In this study, cotton spinners, artisans,
shipwrights, and engineers were considered members of the labour
aristocracy.
Certain characteristics distinguishing the labour aristocracy from the
majority of the working class, are dependent upon each other. Included in
these characteristics were the amount of wages, organizational
memberships, employee/employer relationships, working conditions, the
tendency to be thrifty and save, physical living conditions, marriage
patterns and finally the recognition of respectability. [Crossick 1978,
p.120.] The extent to which the labour aristocracy followed these traits
distinguished them from the average member of the working class.
In the nineteenth century, the wage differential widened. It was this
wage difference which has distinguished the labour aristocracy from the
plebeian. The artisan's wage was central to his position in the labour
aristocracy. As prices rose and the real wage remained static, the
differential grew while inequalities became more apparent within the
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working class. Labourers were left even worse off, for their wages
increased far less than the artisans making the cost of necessities
advance beyond their income.
The most central factors leading to membership in the labour
aristocracy were the value of their skill and the amount of wages earned.
Skilled workers thought of their skill as if it was 'property' which they
could pass on as inheritance to sons. [Hobsbawm 1986, p.226.]

Only

certain jobs very high wages, thus, these artisans were easily recognized.
Without high wages, none of the other economic or cultural criteria
associated with the labour aristocracy could be attained, since they
would not be able to keep up with the high standard of living. Wages,
unions and for some, special worker/employer relationships meant
workers could enjoy the lifestyle and develop the characteristic
activities of the labour aristocracy. [Hobsbawm 1984, p.220.]
The relative movement of real wages might have been less important
than absolute levels. [Crossick, p.1 08.] Even if the differential of wages
had not widened, it may be assumed that a slow and uneven growth of real
income throughout the working class may have produced an upper strata
of highly paid workers. What the labour aristocracy considered
necessities the average worker thought a luxury, and their consumption
patterns further differentiated the elite from the rest of the working
class. [Crossick 1978, p.1 DB.] It is believed that this would have
happened even without the widening differential, because this elite would
have received higher wages, as the demand for their labour would be
higher due to the scarcity of their skills. [Neale 1972, p.282.]
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The wage differential was not only due to the belief that particular
skills were scarce. Trade unions which represented skilled workers
fought for high wages and secured them through various tactics, to be
discussed. [Hobsbawm 1984, p.227.] For example, according to the Rates
of Wages the average wage for a spinner who was a member of the labour
aristocracy in 1867 was around 28s and increased to 31s 8d in 1886 in
comparison

to the average worker whose pay was below 20s in 1867 and

just about 285 in 1889. [Neale 1972, p.280 and Parliamentary Paper 1888

LXX] (See appendix 1)
Trade unions provided a certain measure of protection against
economic insecurity for the labour aristocracy. Unions themselves were
partially responsible for scarcity of skilled labour because they
restricted entry into the trade by union rules. The labour aristocracy
made their labour artificially scarce by restricting the number of new
apprentices who could potentially become skilled workers. [Hobsbawm
1984, p.284] Labourers and other unorganized workers suffered form the
inability to increase rates in boom periods or maintain them in
depressions to the same extent as skilled men . Unskilled wages were
generally the product of an oversupply of labour, subjecting workers to
fluctuations. Since a member of the labour aristocracy maintained
bargaining power by having a skill and the union helped to keep it scarce,
the skilled worker was able to establish an economic superiority in an
uncontrolled economy, making provisions against economic insecurity by
saving. [Hobsbawm 1984, p.284.] Therefore, the risk of unemployment
due to poor trade did not affect members of the labour aristocracy to the
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same extent as other skilled and unskilled workers. Regularity and
security of wages therefore indicated the constant demand of their
specialized skill, giving the labour aristocracy a solid ground. Not only
did unions support high wages for skilled labourers but maintained the
wage differential, distinguishing the labour aristocrat from the plebeian.
However, unionism alone did not secure an elite status for a worker.
Being a member of a union was not enough to secure elite status for a
worker since less skilled workers were also members of unions.
However, these workers were dominated by skilled sections. For those
who were not members of the labour aristocracy, the advantages of
formal unions was often achieved through an informal consensus of
workers on the job. [Hobsbawm 1984, p.239.]

LABOUR ARISTOCRACY AND EMPLoYMENT CONQjTIONS

In addition to high and secure wages through the help of unions, the
labour aristocracy worked in better conditions and had a special
relationship

to the employer, which helped them in gaining superiority.

The scarcity of skill gave the artisans leverage in bargaining tor higher
wages and better positions which other workers lacked.
An example of this special relationship between workers and
employers is evident in the spinning industry. The type of relationship
between employers and employees is reflected in the statement made by
Ben Brierly, an operative, at the inauguration of the operatives stated,
"the relationship of employers and employed is not merely a union of
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separate manual interests, but a recognition of the fact that both are
identical." [Joyce 1980 ,p.50] Paternalism was particularly strong for
members of the labour aristocracy because although machinery was
becoming automated, it still required manual skill, for which one needed
specially trained workers. Employers needed workers to produce, and
workers needed employment to earn wages. Thus, paternalism was a way
for employers to retain skilled and other scarce workers.
A special worker/employer relationship developed between the skilled
workers. Necessity for manual skill mandated this unique relationship,
because without these scarce workers, such as spinners, shipwrights,
engineers, and artisans, employers would not be able to run a factory. It
was in the employers' best interest as well as in the interest of the
employee to have this close worker/employer relationship.
Another special relationship which gave some workers authority over
others was the piecemaster system. In the cotton industry, where it was
especially prevalent, spinners became masters, a position just below
their employer, and held power over unskiUed workers, such as piecers,
carders, and scavengers. [Gray 1981, p.27.]
In the system, a spinner supervised a unit of unskilled piece-workers
doing individual tasks in order to produce a complete product. Some
spinners became minders who hired other spinners paying them out of
their own wages. These other spinners, in turn, managed the unskilled
piecers below them. It was a process of co-exploitation in which a
heirarchy of skilled labour became responsible for paying lower workers'
wages and for overseeing factory production. [Neale 1972, p.283.] Male
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spinners were able to maintain their elite position in spinning due to this
relationship, even when the common mule was replaced by the self acting
mule, which did not require skill or strength, but could be run unskilled
workers, including females. [Gray 1981, p.27.]
Supervisory taskmasters, a small group of skilled workers who acted
as overseers, exemplified the paternalistic relationship by enforcing
discipline in accordance with the employer, rather than allowing for
militancy or potential overthrow of their own position. This was evident

in the spinning industry. Having the upper hand, spinners, according to
Lazonick, were able

to preserve their status, retaining their positions as

supervisors over piecers and scavengers, who were not in a position to
threaten the spinner's job. [Lazonick 1979, p.238.] The skilled spinner's
position was, in reality, no longer needed to operate the mule, however
the status of the spinner was retained

as a supervisor level position.

[Lazonick 1979, p.239.] In exchange for overseeing and keeping the
workers in order, employers did not challenge the deskilled status of the
spinners or threaten

to replace spinners with unskilled workers. [Lazonick

1979, p.240.] The fact that these men felt themselves to be part of an
elite minority, selected by the employers, gave them a sense pride and
superior identity. [Gray 1981, p.31.]

LABOUR ARISTOCRACY ANP MEMBERSHIPS

Members of the labour aristocracy differentiated themselves from the
other members of the working class through their attitudes and lifestyles
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which reflected their feelings of exclusivity and superiority. [The
Reformer Nov 5, 1870.] Memberships in organizations and associations

helped to further separate the labour elite form the common worker, not
only by the virtue of the activity, but the constant reinforcement of their
identity and feeling of social superiority. Perhaps they felt their
membership in a particular group was very exclusive, and must be
equivalent to their status.
The labour aristocracy joined the temperance movement; thrift
societies to maintain economic standing; enrolled in educational courses
to be more receptive to employers needs; and were members of voluntary
organizations which included Oddfellows, golf clubs, flower shows, and
bowling groups. [Gray 1981, p.14.) Often different organizations for the
same activity were created in order to distance the labour aristocracy
from the regular members of the working class. [Gray 1981, p.4.]
The working class schism often extended into institutions such as the
Sunday School and Friendly Societies. These associations did not exclude
the average worker, but neither did they promote membership by average
workers. Memberships were used to enhance the labour aristocracy
status beyond the factory.
Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century there was a
transformation in the old pattern of working class leisure. In the early
part of the nineteenth century, working class leisure time was
predominantly spent in the pub by both the labour aristocracy and the
working masses. Working class pubs were segregated; the elite occupied
special rooms and bars within the same pub. Eventually a rejection of
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drinking customs by some members of the labour aristocracy evolved and
the pub was replaced by soirees which were a social gathering to listen
to music, a recitation, or to converse over non-alcoholic refreshments.
[Gray 1981, p.14 and Harrison 1981, p.272.]
The labour aristocracy also distinguished themselves from the rest of
the working class by living in better neighborhoods, among people they
considered to be in their own class. [Crossick 1978, p.145] Exclusive
residential areas set the labour aristocracy apart from their co-workers.
Distancing themselves in private communities, often a further distance
from the workplace, the labour aristocracy experienced

a definite

distinction between home and work. However, anyone who could afford
live in in what the labour aristocracy defined as 'their housing' was
permitted to do so, as it was not exclusively designed for the labour
aristocracy, but definitely a part of their superior lifestyle. Living in
these distant areas symbolized their elite status.

RESPECTABILITY

With the division within the wot1<ing class, a new life-style emerged
which encompassed the desire to be respectable. Over the century,
members of the working class, especially labour aristocrats, became
increasingly preoccupied with the desire for 'respectability.' Being a
member of the labour aristocracy meant upholding certain standard of
respectability. Maintaining independence, which was directly related to
the wage and skill, was most important. Since members of the labour

to
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aristocracy were a skilled elite group and earned more money than the
average worker, they were able to uphold higher standards of
respectability in comparison to average members of the working class.
Independence meant they could support their families in whatever style
was particular to their social level and to avoid the will and dictates of
others. The other 'rules' of respectability included:

1. Do not get drunk or behave wildly.
2. Maintain decorum of bearing at all times.
3. Dress tidy and keep house clean inside and outside.
4. Dress and demeanor are especially important on Sunday.
5. Don't say anything in the presence of the lower class that
might cause ill conduct.
6. Be independent and law abiding.
[Best 1971, p.260.]

The working class adjusted these rules to fit their individual
lifestyles. For instance, a whitened doorstep was as much of a sign of
working class respectability as was a clean clothed family and living on a
respectable street. Respectability was a value of the labour aristocracy,
but certainly not exclusive to them. They were best able to maintain and
display respectability because they had high and secure wages.
Marriages promoted occupational exclusivity since most members of
the artisan class married daughters of the labour elite or at least to the
daughters of skilled workers. [Foster 1974, p.168.] Some researchers
used marriage records as way of identifying labour aristocracy
membership. Their records indicate there were few marriages between
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sons and daughters of skilled and unskilled workers thus, the heirarchy
of skilled trade was kept closed to non members. Between 1851 and
1853, shipbuilders, Iightermen, engineers, metal craftsmen, and tailors

were the least likely to intermarry. They were followed by building
crafts, small metal workers, and shoemakers. [Reader 1964, p.128.]
Concentrations of certain industries into geographical living areas acted
as a barrier to marriage outside the area to any member of a socially
dissimilar group. Marriage therefore reinforced the exclusivity of the
labour aristocracy, helping to perpetuate it from one generation to the
next.
Women, whose husbands were members of the labour aristocracy,
behaved according to the dictates of the ideology of domesticity. Thirty
percent of these wives were listed as remaining at home. They were the
least likely of the wives in the 1851 to be working for the highest value
of of these members of the labour aristocracy, as well as the average of
the working class was respectability. Thus, the ideology of domesticity
grew focussed out of respectability,
Respectability can be defined as

an ideology developed and practiced

in some degree by all members of the working class and was used to
measure a family's social status. Certain hallmarks of respectability
were standard, however, the strictness of their observance differed
depending on the community and the workers. Conventions of
respectability included: having a secure job, refusing charity, displaying
proper appearances in public and private. participating in the appropriate
leisure activities, and having one's wife at home upholding the ideology of
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respectability. The basis for respectability was to provide for oneself and
one's family with pride in whatever style was attainable and appropriate
to a particular social level.
What it meant to be respectable evolved with the development of
increased leisure, cultural interests and higher wages. Up until 1850,
working class culture focussed on work centered traditions since almost
the entire day was spent at the factory. [Hunt 1981, p.76.] When workers
had leisure time it was spent in the vicinity of the work-place, usually at
a local pub, since homes were generally cramped and uncomfortable.[Hunt
1981, p.76.] However, a gradual evolution took place. By 1870, job
security increased as industry stabilized and work hours were reduced for
men and women, and children were prohibited from work below age nine.
[Hunt 1981, p.76.] Shortened hours allowed for geographical distance
between work and home to be lengthened, contributing to the tendency for
the working class to separated home and work. With more time being
devoted to making a more comfortable house, life began to center around
the home and the family, instead of the pub associated with the
workplace. If workers did go to a public house, they gathered in pubs
closer to home. A combination of increased leisure time, and suburban
migration eroded the strength of the work centered culture, allowing for
the development of home centered ideals of respectability. Other factors
included the fall of prices with the Great Depression producing a rise in
real wages which increased the working class families spending power
enabling them to buy more tangible goods, bettering their standard of
living. [Stedman Jones 1974, p.4SS.]
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THE WORKING CLASS AND THEIR INSTITUTIONS OF RESPECTABILITY

Whether or not the working class was initially impervious to middle
class attempts to dictate its behavior is debatable. By the late
nineteenth century, the members of the working class felt their culture
was completely distinct. Respectability was not directed toward or
found in middle class cultural institutions such as the church, the
friendly society or the temperance movement, but was displayed in
characteristically working class places and traits including the pub, the
music hall, Sunday dress, and in the types of purchased objects which
could be displayed. Distinctions within working class trades were most
important, as each had their own customs, localities, and often
distinctive behavior. Completely 'unrespectable' members of the working
class were distinguished as 'roughs.'
The middle class tried to reform and give the working class culture
through civilizing services such as household management classes, penny
savings banks, and athletic clubs. [Jones 1984, p.497.J In addition, they
tried to promote parks, museums, and exhibitions, to improve the use of
the workers leisure. [Jones1984, p.497.J However, in this instance, the
middle class failed to recreate the working class in its own image.
Instead, the members of the working class formed their own ideology of
respectability according to their own beliefs and practices.
One case of some working class members rejecting middle class
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efforts to conform was through their opposition to Christianization. In
fact, to these workers, church attendance was a symbol of disrepute. For
some, attendance was often persuaded by a reward of money. Workers
only went to church for monetary reasons. [Jones 1984, p.484 .] When the
charity was gone, the workers in need of money no longer had reason to go
to church. Attendance signified abject poverty, loss of self respect and
independence, because the church was a means of charity. Most working
class families would have rather struggled and made do within their
means, than accept church charity, especially if it was underhanded by
the middle class whose economic independence they tried to emulate. Any
way women could improve their family situation without the help or
support from the church or charity institutions was respectable.
Even in hard times when respectability was threatened, workers tried
to maintain themselves independently. The years 1840-1850, for
example, are termed by historians as periods in which workers
experienced "waves of anxiety." During this first time of hardship the
working class faced such adversities as cholera epidemics, revolutions,
an influx of Irish immigrants, and threatened job security due to
expansion of dishonourable sweated trades. The period between 1866-72
marked another period of depression in which there was there was an
increase in the cost of bread , high unemployment, cholera, scarlet fever,
and smallpox epidemics fervour. This distress caused a great religious
fervour. The "wave of anxiety" reached its final peak. in 1883-88 with
decreasing profits, high unemployment, overcrowded housing and another
influx of immigrants. These conditions threatened the respectability of
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the working class in various ways. Without employment workers would
have difficulty maintaining their families respectably, that is without
charitable assistance. Overcrowded housing forced classes and families
to mix, making keeping the home respectable, nearly impossible. Disease
often attacked wage earners, killing them or resigning them to bed,
forcing their families to accept charity, which was unrespectable, or the
wife and children had to go

to work, an action which was also

unrespectable.
When "out of collar", a working class expression for being out of work,
it was difficult to maintain respectability because the working class
could not accumulate enough money while employed for use -during times
of depression. [Wright1868, p.293.] Instead, they were instantaneously in
debt. A member of the working class described his experiences when he
was fired from "In the Big Shop". [Wright 1868, p.289.] When fired or laid
off the "realty decent mechanic" tried to maintain respectability by
keeping their tidy habits and refusing charity. [Wright 1868, p.289.]
Refusing money meant staying respectable and suffering silently within
the home. Accepting charity was attributed to low pride and lack of
respectability.
Men were especially conscious of remaining independent even in harsh
times. Skill and job security were very important notions of
respectability to the working class as they were

to the middle class

whose jobs were much more secure. Skilled labourers would not take
jobs below their station because doing less was not respectable or
acceptable to themselves or other members of their trade. Disregarding
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the ideology of domesticity, unemployed members of the labour
aristocracy would have rather had their wives go to work than take a job
beneath their skilled station. In addition, the lower spectrum objected to
skilled workers intervention, saying: "He has a trade in his fingers, he
should not take the bread out of the mouths of those who have not."
[Wright 1868, p.290.]
However independent and free from charity the working class appeared
to be when unemployed, it seems initially they couldn't survive without
working class trade clubs. Acceptance of charity was public, where as
help from a trade club would be kept secret among members of the same
trade, thus a temporary fall from respectability due to unemployment
would not be revealed to the entire community. Trade clubs were also
social institutions to help men find work, acting as a centre of
communication, and instilling a feeling of brotherhood between members
of the same trade. [Wright 1868, p.161.] Dependence on trade clubs
solidified as the work centered culture changed to being home and
neighborhood centered. Trade clubs dissolved and kinship bonds with
neighbors and relatives to help each other maintain a degree of
respectability during times of hardship evolved.
The pub was like a clubhouse, it was the focal point of their social
life as it too changed from an economic function, being a meeting place
close to the workplace, to a place of leisure and relaxation. By the late
nineteenth century, the popularity of the music hall in which drinking and
lampooning teetotalism were general indications of antipathy toward the
middle class organized temperance movement. [Harrison 1985, p.277.]
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Among the working class for both men and women, drinking in moderation
was considered to be very respectable, while alcoholism was repudiated.
[Harrison 1985, p.2n.] In the 1870's a growing feeling against
drunkenness developed. However, "the more a man could drink, the more
his mates would respect him, but he ought not get visibly drunk." [Reader
1964, p.57.]
To avoid charity and fall into disrespect, management of money was
important.

But, members of the working class did not, under any

circumstances, turn to middle class thrift societies. Joining a middle
class friendly society was too dear for the majority of the working class
since their income was so irregular. Workers found it very difficult to
save money from their already low income. Every shilling was managed
by the wife for survival: paying the rent, buying food and clothing, and for
leisure in the pub. Working class versions of thrift societies helped them
to save money to purchase visible emblems of respectability. For
example," The goose club run by the publican to ensure a good Christmas
dinner, or the clothing clubs providing factory girls with fashionably cut
dresses were much more a prevalent and characteristic forms of savings
than membership in a friendly society which was confined to the better
paid and regularly employed." [Jones 1984, p.473.]
They even invested in death insurance to pay for funerals in order to
escape a pauper's burial. Funerals were to be proper in order to not only
reflect the respectability of the family whose member has died, but the
entire street. If a worker had not purchased death insurance, neighbors
would donate money to the family until enough was collected to have a
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proper funeral with wreaths and clothing. [Jones 1984, p.474.]

Even if a

member of the working class was not respectable at all times while
living, it was felt he should be insured a respectable burial.
Since the bulk of the working class could barely cover subsistence
costs. when they did have money to spend, it was used to purchase items
to display respectability. [Jones 1984, p.476] Buying objects of
respectability, was more important than investing for the future, because
the future was so unstable.

Demonstrating self respect was infinitely

more important than any forms of saving based on calculations of utility.
The need for visible forms of respectability put pressure on income.
Status had to be visible because on a salary heirarchy, salary indicated
level, and only display could reflect salary. If a family was poorly
dressed or the house was shabby and not furnished, it was interpreted by
his co-workers to mean that the person had squandered his money; not
that he was low paid.
What items were considered symbols of respectability depended on the
working class neighborhood, but certain emblems were standard to all
working class members. Being respectable essentially meant maintaining
a respectable front. A woman told of her fall, then rise in respectability
through the appearance of her home. Her husband was unemployed for an
extended period of time forcing the family to borrow money. When her
husband returned to work she immediately bought pictures instead of
repaying the loan or purchasing necessities, such as bedding which she
claimed nobody could see, but it was important that it was there. Items
strictly used for display, such as pictures, wallpaper and clocks, were
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especially symbolic of respectability because it showed the family had
money to buy things other than those with a distinct purpose. [Jones
1984, p.4SO.] Books, floor coverings, oak or mahogany chests were also
signs of decency and prosperity. [Harrison 1985, p.272.] Sunday outfits,
mantel ornaments, attendance at social meetings, elaborate funerals, pub
treating and white starched pinafores were indicative of a person's social
status. [Jones 1984, pA75.]
Social gradation was measured by the degree of ornamentation applied
to the facade of the house as well as ifs size. [Best 1971, p.261.] Having
a front parlour that was barely used was a sign of respectability because
it showed that the family had enough money to keep a room for only

special occasions. For example, a bay window meant instantaneous
respectability while homes on monotonous streets were obviously
cheaper and less respectful. [Seaman 1973, p.119.] Concern for display
and for keeping up appearances was not confined to, but was predominant
throughout the working class, especially the labour aristocracy.
[Hobsbawm 1984, p.231.] However, working class people tended to keep
their houses very private for fear of not appearing as respectable as their
neighbor. "If you asked a neighbor in they only wanted to come in and see
what you'd got." [Ross 1985, p.52.] They judged and compared each others
emblems of respectability. "Many women measured themselves against
their neighbors by the cost of the clothes they hung out to dry." [Vicinus
1972, p.118.]
Dressing in the right clothing was a symbol of respectability for both
men and women. The average working class man wore a clean moleskin or
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cord trousers that were worn at work during the week accompanied by a
black coat and waistcoat, cap and a muffler. [Wright 1868, p.189.] Women
were dressed in a clean cotton gown with a white apron and a white
frilled cap, which was always starched and the frills were meticulously
crimped. [Mitchell 1968. p.47 .] Having

a Sunday suit was also of prime

importance for a respectable appearance. To appear without a suit was

a

sign of inferiority. A worker in the mid 1800's describes the necessity of
Sunday clothes: "Sunday Clothes were absolutely essential ....Stiff white
shirts and collars, too were indispensable...He who could not afford the
dignity of a white shirt carefully built up the illusion of one by covering
his chest with a 'dicky' and pinning stiff white cuffs to the waistbands of
his plebeian oxford shirt" [Jones 1984, p.475.] Sunday was a perfect
occasion for the worker to publicly demonstrate self respect.
In order to keep up with respectable practices workers occasionally
had to make sacrifices during the week. It was more important to give
the impression of respectability, even if the family was in debt. A trip to
the pawn shop was a common occurrence and not considered disrespectful
since they were sure

to reappear respectable once they received their pay

check at the end of the week and could repossess their goods. [Ross1985,
p.S6.]
The central arena for the expression of respectable cultural patterns
became centered on the domestic realm. Maintaining respectable
appearances was the new special charge of working class wives since
social life shifted from being work centred, to focussing on the home.
With more women remaining at home, and a glorification of the home
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emerging at the same time, a heightened respectability developed for
those families whose wives did not work. As revealed by the 1851
census, among the labour aristocracy only 20% of their wives worked.
Variations within the home between member of the labour aristocracy and
average workers should be taken into consideration as the ideas of
respectability were interpreted differently by each group. The extent of
home glorification depended from which sector these working class
women were. However, this elevation of home importance emerged
especially among women whose husbands were members of the labour
aristocracy. It was considered disreputable for a wife to be employed
outside the home and eventually socializing outside of the home became
disrespectful as working class women felt they may be mistaken for
women whose 'profession' it was to minister to men's 'baser passions.'
[Seaman 1973, p.124.] Women embodied their family's respectability, or
lack there of it, in their dress,'public conduct, language, housekeeping,
chlldrearing methods, spending habits, and sexual behavior. Her
management of the home depended whether or not a family would be
considered proper.
Keeping a respectable home was the responsibility of their wives, but
their ability to keep a respectful home depended on her husbands income.
[Ross 1985, pA7.] Thus, a wife whose husband was a member of the
labour aristocracy maintained a more respectable home since she not only
had the money, but more often than not, also had the time since she
probably remained at home, not working. His comfort depended on her
managing his income. Her work and ingenuity may have provided a higher
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standard of living if she budgeted money for necessities as well as
objects of respectability. Wives were invaluable but nearly invisible
assets of their male partners. A wife could make or break her husbands
reputation.
Certain aspects of a respectable lifestyle were totally up to the wife,
especailly cleanliness. Keeping the home, children and clothing clean,
keeping the hearth swept, the stoves blackened, the door sills whitened
,and spending precious pence on polishes, soaps and whitewashes were
her means of keeping up a public respectable image [Ross 1985, p. 47] Her
duty was also to extend cleanliness beyond the home. To create a
respectable front, women's domestic responsibilities increased, becoming
more valuable to the household. [Mitchell 1968, p.47] Not only did the
family gain respectability through this cleanliness, but she earned self
respect. Women devised survival strategies for keeping a respectable
household within her husbands budget. Obviously it was easier for a
woman of the labour aristocracy. The 'rough' spent money on food, drink
and recreation instead of cleaning and appearances, while the respectable
balanced their budget perhaps because they had more money.
Proper mothering was a reflection on the family to be respectable. To
be respectable meant close supervision of children . Their job was to
regulate childrens' activities to those deemed respectable according to
their sex. They were not permitted to play in the street and were to avoid
those who swore or "simply ran wild." (Ross1985, p.49.] In addition,
respectable children wore fragile brown boots not permitting them to
play with children who wore the sturdier black version which were
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considered less respectable. [Ross 1985, p49.]
Women were also expected to demonstrate sexual propriety by their
gestures, dress, and movements; this was especially true if she was poor
because she could have easily have been mistaken as a prostitute. It was
carried so far as that an-"apronless woman was a sign of the roughness."
[Ross 1985, p.49] She transmitted these codes of sexual respectability to
her daughters. This sex typing was predominant among children whose
parents had respectable pretentions.
The working class stressed separateness from the middle class to
develop their own ideal of respectability. The impermeability was
reflected in an inward culture emphasizing the distance of the working
class from the classes above it, to articulate its position within an
apparently permanent social hierarchy. Working class respectability was
developed by and for the working class and was to be interpreted by each
community and individual as they saw fit.

THE WORKING CLASS IN RELATION TO THE MIDDLE CLASS

The working class resisted guidance by the middle class. Some
historians believed the working class was impervious to middle class
attempts at guiding their new lifestyle. [Jones 1984, p.495.] Whether or
not the working class ideology of respectability was influenced by the
middle class is debatable, and a point of great historical controversy.
Some historians strongly believe that middle class respectability
trickled down to the working class, making it seem as if the working
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class was merely a poorer carbon copy of the middle class. Others
believe that the working class culture of respectability was completely
distinct from the middle class in that ft was created by, and specrtically
for, the working class. When William Lovett, a representative of working
class culture, spoke of respectability, he used the same words as his
middle class contemporaries, but their meaning was different. (Harrison
1985, p.303.] When the Victorian middle class urged members of the
working class to become respectable, their intentions may have been to
make them deferential and secure in the allegiance to bourgeois values.
(Harrison 1985, p.303.] This was the very opposite of what the working
class wanted. [Harrison 1985, p.303.] Respectability to them referred to
independence, dignity and defering to no one. [Harrison 1985, p.303.] The
working class wanted to define themselves in terms of their own culture.
[Harrison 1985, p.303.]
However, a mixture of these two opinions can perhaps describe how
the working class developed their ideology of respectability. It may be
difficult to distinguish whether or not the middle class completely
influenced the working class or the working class emulated the middle
class in terms of respectability, but it isn't impossible. Since the classes
were not separated in society, members of the middle class came into
direct contact with the working classes daily, either as factory owners,
shopkeepers, or in public service sectors thus, in these capacities, they
were able to influence the workers. In fact it may seem as if sections of
the working class, especially members of the labour aristocracy, were
emulating middle class characteristics of respectability. For example
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they had the desire to own certain objects in order to outwardly display
respectability. Although they were not the same items, the purpose of
their purchases were similar, linking them together in their striving for
respectability. In addition, like the middle class, workers were
concerned with being able to keep their wife in her proper sphere of the
home, to follow the ideology of domesticity. These are a few common
links between the middle class idea of respectability and working class
respectability. There were also many differences, as mentioned above
with the Church, temperance movement and thrift clubs, making it
difficult to argue whether or not the middle class really provided the
working class with the basis for their ideology of respectability.

DOMESTICITY AS AN OUTGROWTH OF RESPECTABILlJY

From the ideology of respectability emerged the most important
aspect of respectability, the ideology of domesticity. Following the
ideology of domesticity to its fullest extent meant being able to keep
one's wife at home to keep up the family's respectability. The majority of
the working class were not able to support their wives at home; most had
to work out of necessity, while continually striving to afford to keep
their wives at home, making domesticity almost exclusive to women's
whose husbands were members of the labour aristocracy.
To understand what it meant to encompass the ideology of domesticity
and which married women of the working class were able to live up to the
ideology, despite the small number of women being able to remain at
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home, their households and modes of production must be studied. This
study included: women who worked outside the home for wages, women
who worked inside the home doing casual labour for money, and the
percentage of women who definately stayed at home, not working. [Jelinek
1980, p.34.] The percentage of the large group of unknowns must have
been distributed in each of these categories, but how many were in each,
can not be defined.

WOMEN'S WAGER WORK QUISIDE lliE HOME

Women's waged work, according to the ideology would only be
discussed and accepted as long as it harmonized with the home, the
family, and domestic virtues. [Alexander 1983, p.8.] Therefore, part time
wage earning outside the home was regarded as preferable to full time
work because

n: meant less disruption to home routines,

but such work is

difficult to identify as it is not recorded as part time or working at all by
employers or census takers. Although the ideology insisted that a woman
working outside the home was entering an unrespectable foreign sphere,

many were forced to work in order to survive. In fact, having a wife not
working at all, seemed to be difficult for most members of the working
class, except the labour aristocracy.
The actual number of women working in the mills is not certain as it
fluctuated between 1851 and 1881. Although the actual number of women
employed in the mills may have increased over mispenod, there was no
real indication of whether or not more married women were actually
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entering the work force. With industrialization more opportunities
became available for women to work outside the home, making it easier
for women who had to work to find employment. According to the 1851
census, married women who worked outside the home were working as
labourers (13% ), powerloom weavers (100/0), handJoom weavers (70/0),
semi-skilled (90/0), skilled (SOlo) and as shopkeepers (50/0), with the bulk of
these women were between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five.
[Roberts 1977, p.14.] According to Baker, a factory inspector in the
Manchester/Salford area in the 1850's, in nine cotton factories surveyed,
50% of all operatives were females, 70% of them were over 18, and 27%
married. Similar figures were recorded in the early 1860's. [Hewitt 1958
,p.10.] According to the 1873 Factory Bill, one third of all female
operatives in the textile mills were married. The reason for this increase
seems to be directly linked to the area in which the women worked. In
1861 the textile employment census recorded 775,534 people working in
textiles and of this number, 467,261 were females and it was believed
that the numbers are actually higher. [Parliamentary Paper 1889 LXX]
Women's wage earning outside the home was very dependent on her
lifecycle. She was most likely to work immediately after she married
and before she had her first child and would then remain at home unless it
was necessary for her to contribute to the family income. [Tilly and
Scott, p.127.] (See table 2)
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Table 2

A Woman's WorklLifecycle in the 1850's

70

60
% of women
in paid jobs

50

40

30

•

20

10

single

married

married

wlkids

no kids

married

over 49

The following responses were given as to when a woman worked in her
Iifecycle:
I never went to work after I married ...well that
was an unheard of thing in those days, wives
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going to work...you was looked down upon jf you
had to go to work, you was looked down upon as
if you was poor.
[Davidoff and Westover 1986, p.66.]

Another woman was asked about her mother working after marriage in
the 1850's:
No, I don't know they seemed to think if a
woman worked after marriage...it was
something to be ashamed of. You were looked
down on. You could do it at home and they didn't
care take too much notice of it...like my mother,
although she did it at home, she never went out
to work.
[Davidoff and Westover 1986, p.66.]

At the same time however, the home was becoming the center of
family life and according to the ideology of domesticity it was the
married woman belonged. Married women were working less in the mills
because of the new importance placed on the home and children.
Working class women who followed production from inside the home to
the factory were not the norm . Women usually did not naturally progress
from home production to the mill voluntarily, but out of necessity, except

in the case of weavers. The pattern of women's work varied and was
dependent not only on the number of children , but the number who cou ld
earn wages as well as more imortantly, her husbands earnings. Married
working class wives of men in casual or low paying employment often had
to work.
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The Royal Commission on Labour in the 19th century confirmed that
married womens' labour was often due to her husband's jobs fluctuating:
Only about half of married women cotton
operatives were ...wives of men also employed in
the Mills. The remainder were married to men in
less well paid and more uncertain jobs, as in
Oldham for example where it was found they
were wives of outdoor workmen, such as mason
and bricklayers..who were unable to find work for
more than 30 weeks in the year; thus the woman
had to go out.
[TIlly and Scott, p.131]

In the Lancashire cotton mills this job fluctuation was especially
real. Husbands were often victims of irregular employment, seasonal
industry, and cyclical trade depressions, making even skilled workers
dependent on others in the household to earn money when needed. [Rose
1986, p.2. (A)J Ellen Barlee of Lancashire explains her situation in regard
to working:
The temptation [for wives to work] is great; for
so large is the demand for female labour, that 50
women can find employment where the man fails ..
Thus, it is quite true that many women do keep
their husbands and families; the men merely doing
such jobing work as they can pick up.
[Tilly and Scott, p.131]

Women joined the work forces outside the home because with
industrialization more unskilled opportunities became available. Jobs
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once designated as 'women's jobs' prior to the industrial revolution such
as spinning became men's jobs when spinning became mechanized.
[Pinchbeck 1969, p.59.] Women who had been spinners in domestic
industry had to find new jobs. In spinning factories they took low paying
jobs which included throstle weaving, cop reeling, bobbin winding, and
three and four loom cotton weaving. Men would not take them because
they could earn better wages in other forms of employment. Working
class men of the period also felt that women should be excluded from the
job market, not only because they feared it would encourage women to
renounce their domestic duties as defined by the ideology of domesticity,
but they feared women flooding the labour market would lower wage
rates. [Butler 1869, p.364.]
The Rate of Wages in Cotton Manufacturing districts were recorded in
the Parliamentary Papers of 1889. A summary of the rates of wages in
seventeen cotton manufacturing districts including Lancashire, revealed
the average wage for men and women in 1886, according

to the number

employed in each occupation. [Parliamentary Paper 1889 LXX] Minders, the
largest group, consisting of 6,438 men, who spun on self acting mules
earned on average 30s 8d compared with 1,669 women spinners, spinning
on throstle and ring spinners who earned an average of 12s.
[Parliamentary Paper 1889 LXX] Cop reelering and bobbin winding were
also occupations exclusive to women and girls in which there were 5,241
women engaged in these jobs. They earned 125 and 12s 7d respectively.
[Parliamentary Paper 1889 LXX] The only job men and women engaged in
simultaneously was three and four loom weaving. There were 10,678
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women three loom weavers reported working for wage of 15s 11d and
13,546 four loom weavers for 15s 11d while there were 1,278 men
engaged as three loom weaving for a rate of 16s 6d and 6,235 four
loomers earn ing 20s 10d. [Parliamentary Paper 1889 LXX] Outside of
factory weaving, a 'woman's wage' was generally 50 to 60 percent of
what a man might earn at the same work, [ Rose 1987, p.8. (B)] (See
appendix 1 for complete chart)
The factory system, according to middle class onlookers undermined
the potential efficiency of a wife Imother if she had to go to work.
[Harrison 1985, p.299-300.] Those who objected to women working
argued that working class women who entered into the work world with
men were stepping out of their proper sphere. They felt, women shouldn't
be doing a man's work for they will be neglecting their own.

Mr Bray, a

middle class observer from the National Association for the Preservation
of Social Science (NAFPSS) commented on the value of married women
working: "The wear and tear of a neglected home is greater than the
increase which the wife's labour adds to the weekly mean and he who can
earn enough and to spare, ought to feel it a degradation for the wife of his
bosom and the mother of his children to mingle with these dangerous
assemblies." [NAFPSS 1857 "The Industrial Employment of Women", p.
545.] And, if her husband works, she is responsible not only her job but
also to the household chores after work and on the weekends.
Wage labour changed the allocation of a woman's time. Industry put
her on a rigid time schedule making it difficult to balance her home,
family, and job. Housework could only be done in the evenings after a long
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day of work, when she was often tired, making her time less efficient,
causing the house to deteriorate. A wife who worked faced an almost
impossible burden of keeping up with domestic chores. Charlotte
Elizabeth Torma describes in her autobiography the double day in the
following terms: "She remains up an hour beyond her usual time to put her
household in due order tor the morrow." [Elizabeth 1844, p.90.]
The typical organization of an operatives day may have looked like
this:
1/2 hour, to dress, suckle. infant and bring it to a nurse or
childminder
1 hour for household duties before work
1/2 hour travel time to the mill
12 hours working
1 1/2 hours for meals, usually eaten at the mill or she has to rush
home
1/2 hour return home
1 1/2 hours household duties and prepare for bed
6 1/2 hours left to visit with children, husband, friends, and sleep
before beginning the cycle again the next morning.
(In the winter an extra half hour was needed for travel time to
work.)
[Hewitt 1958, p.68.]

Again, according to middle class onlookers or women who remained at
home instead of working, cleanliness was more readily neglected by
women who worked 12 hour days, than by the wife who was at home, for
the mere reason that the woman who remained at home had more time and
energy to clean. Crowded housing and a meager diet made domestic
chores difficult, but even more so for the working woman. [Vicinu5 1972,
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p.72.] Husbands came home, expecting comfort from their wives but,
instead were received by tired downtroddden wives who had worked
equally as hard. Husbands often turned to the pub for relaxation, since
working class houses were not fit for leisure.

[Neff 1966, p.146.] This

condition was not the fault of the wife but merely due to the fact that
houses were often too small for relaxation. Saturday, the mills of
Lancashire closed at dinner. The women workers became the "slaves of
Lancashire society", obliged to work harder to clean house, mend clothes,
bake, shop and wash. The woman got no rest. [Anderson 1981, p.106.]
The effect on the home produced by women working was recorded
from a middle class viewpoint by the Childrens Employment Commission
of 1867 :
Being employed from 8-5 they return home
tired and wearied, and unwilling to make any
further exertion to render the cottage
comfortable...When the husband returns, he finds
everything uncomfortable, the cottage dirty, no
meal prepared the children tiresome and
quarrelsome, the wife slatternly and cross, and his
home so unpleasant to him that he not rarely
betakes himself to the public house and becomes a
drunkard.
[Hewitt 1958, p.70.]

Being absent from the home, Alice, a screw factory worker, describes
·her home as being unsettled. Her domestic ties seemed to be breaking up;
her husband was restless; her children unruly without her presence, and
her overall power within the household had diminished. [Elizabeth 1844,
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p.91.]
Although she was earning money for her family, working women could
not keep up with demands for comfort, but also demands for food
preparation, clothing, washing, cleaning, and taking care of her children.
She could not buy or cook food economically because she did not have the
time or household training to shop or prepare. She was forced to quickly
prepare scanty meals or in the late 1800's with the establishment of
commercial food, she could buy 'ready made' foods which were costly and
lower in nutritional value but easy and fast. Textile mill worker's meals
usually consisted of combinations of bread, bacon, treacle, tea, coffee,
cheese, meal, and potatoes. [Basch 1974, p.51.] One can question whether
or not it was worth it for these women to work once the economy began
to change, since they would have to purchase food and clothing, and if
they had young children, women would need someone to care for them
while worldng. All the above services cost money, increasing the
families expenditures while wokring women did not earn a lot of money,
forcing them to spend their meager wages on things they needed because
they worked. For these working women, domesticity and respectability
were not a reality, but perhaps ideals to which these women strived.
Not only did factory work undermine women's domestic work, but
children also were drastically affected by mother's working full time in
addition to their husbands.

After giving birth, mothers, desperate for

work, tended to neglect their infants out of necessity, so they could
return to work, ten to fifteen days later. [Neff 1966, p.36.] And if the
family was desperate for money, children were employed at very young
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ages. If they were too young to work, they would be left in the care of an
older sibling, relative, a young child minder, or a nurse. Child-minders
were often extremely young themselves. A middle class woman pitying
working class children under the care of a sitter describes the scene:
I met the little innocents in the short arms of children
not more than seven or eight years old, who could
scarcely lug them along ...to rest themselves they would
put them down on cold stone steps or damp grass,
besides standing in draughts and running into all sorts
of dangers, which a mother's oversight would at least
in some deg ree have lessened.
[Merryweather 1862, p.57.]

Children left at home often lacked the care they needed, especially
infants still nursing and is evident in the type of childcare they employed.
Another middle class association looked down upon mothers working. The
National Association for the Promotion of Social Sciences compared
plants dying without sunshine to children dying without motherly
attention:
As most plants die when they have neither food nor
sunshine, so children die as the chords of maternal
affection slacken into indifference by separation
and disappear all together, as the domestic hearth
gets colder and colder, and ashes only, the things
which never contain fire accumulate on it.
[NAFPSS "Infant Mortality" 1882, p.544.]

Newborns were often nursed by incompetent and inappropriate persons
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due to the time demands of the factory. Leaving infants at home in the
care of others not only became expensive, but dangerous due to the use of
sleeping syrups. Tired working mothers were not only exhausted but
physically separated from their babies maldng them unable to breastfeed.
Since working mothers didn't have time to breastfeed, they resorted to
artificial feedings and drugged syrups such as 'Mothers Blessing',
'Godfrey's Cordial', and "Infants Preservative" to put babies' to sleep'
during their work-time. [Elizabeth 1844, p.80] These syrups proved to be
deadly as they contained mixtures of narcotics such as opium, morphia,
and laudanum. [British Medical Journal, October 30,1875, p.570.]
Statisitics show that infant mortality was generally high during this
period in comparison to later periods, but was really no higher in working
class families than in middle class families. The 1851 census revealed
that on average, working women who had children, had an average of 2.3,
which is low in comparison to the suggested average of four. This
statistic however, does not record the number of children who died.
Infantcide as an effect of mothers working full time outside of the home
is debatable. Just because a mother worked in a factory did not mean that
her, or her lntants mortality would be higher. Mortality rates as
recorded by the Registrar General on January 3, 1874 for 53 weeks,
concluded that women working in factories had no effect on infant
mortality. Conditions and customs of an operatives family life, such as
overcrowded housing and poverty, and lack of attention, all may have
indirectly contributed to the death of a child or other household member.
Mothers who did not work, must have had husbands who earned a high
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income, allowing them to stay home and not only give their children the
care and attention needed to survive the volatile stages of infanthood, but

to keep a more liveable home.
During this time period, motherhood and the special nature of children
were not extolled in working class life. Children were not 'precious',
since some death seemed ineminent. Commercial means of regulating
births did not exist, thus women usually had more babies than they
wanted or could support. Foakes describes the lackadasical attitude with
which she was brought in her autobiography:
Each year she [her mother] would have a new baby.
This was always a great suprise to us. We would
wake up one morning and my father would say, "you
have a new brother" or "sister" ...I think she had 14
children all together, but 1an not quite sure of this,
for some died at birth and some lived only a few
weeks. Five of us survived.
[Foakes 1972, p.38.]

If children were not subjected to untrained childminders, deadly
syrups, and lived beyond infanthood, they were often uneducated. Not
required to attend school,( until the adoption of the Educational Act in
1870},children's parents did not think it was necessary for them to
become educated since they were not. [NAFPSS Employment of Females
1868, p.537.]. Poor families in need of economic contributions from all
members of the family did not accept the time and discipline needed for
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regular school attendance since the demand for wages had to be placed
above the consistent obligation of scholarship. [Rose 1986, p.10.]
Instead, these children grew up seeing both their parents in the factories
and when they were old enough, they too would enter. Therefore, the 1880
census probably underestimates the actual number of children in school,
and even fewer in the 1850's census. Although recorded as scholars, they
are most likely participating in the household economy. Only regularly
employed older children were listed as actually working, making younqer
children's work almost invisible. (From one village in Nottingham) [Rose
1986, p.11.]
The removal of the child from the home and into schools came with
the adoption of the Educational Acts in 1870 requiring children under 13
years old to attend school for a certain number of days. [Rose 1986, p.1 0.]
No longer could families be dependent on the labour of their children as
secondary household earners. This perhaps forced mothers to become
substitutes for children's labour in times of need. Previous to the
Educational Acts, children were secondary household earners as the
mother was often needed to take care of domestic affairs. Charles
Dickens, a middle class observer thought that at least 2/3 of all hands
employed in the factory were underage. [Household Words 1854, p.346.J
He felt, parents of these children would often stay home and mind the
house or the mother did wash while the father engaged in another trade.
[Household Words 1854, p 346 .]

Regardless of the ideology of domesticity, members of the working
class accepted women working if they needed to do so out of desperation
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or if it was the custom of the community, as it was for weavers and
people who worked in domestic industries. However, members of the
middle and upper classes denounced working class wives in the mills.
Lord Ashley, a member of Parliament, on inspection of Lancashire cotton
mills in the 1840's, commented that employment of married women in the
mills was increasing creating an evil that" was sreading rapidly and
extensively-desolatinq like a torrentthe peace. Women working would
surely lead to the demise of the English family as we know it
today ....Domestic life and domestic discipline must soon be at an end;
society will consist of individuals no longer grouped into families; so
early is the separation of husband and wife, of parents and children."
[Hewitt 1958, p.1 0.] Dickens wrote similar opinions on married women
working. In the article, Rights and Wrongs of Women, he felt the
"emancipated woman", referring to the working class employed woman,
has "walked proudly forward to the goal of glittering honours of public
life", deserting her home and leaving her children with strangers, she has
left "her true honours lying crushed beneath her." [Household Words, 1854,
p.159.]

WOMEN WORKING WITHIN ll-tE HOME

Other sectors of the working class did not discourage work if it could
be done at home. If a woman had to work because of an inadequate family
income, more women preferred to be working at home, due to the
practical advantages it offered, including the ability to control work
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hours, without an employer, in order to devote more time to their children
and their domestic duties. [Roberts 19n, p.140.] It also allowed them to
appear to follow the ideology of domesticity. This informal or casual
labour often escaped official census statistics making it very difficult to
concretely prove the numbers of women engaged in this type of work,
although one can conclude from the average family wage and the cost of
living for members of the working class, that additional members of the
household presumably worked to keep up the home. Out of economic
necessity, the need to support young dependents, not having the mobility
to get another job, or living in an area in which the labour supply
exceeded the demand, women had no alternatives for employment except
homework. [Davidoff and Westover 1986, p.200 .] In fact, more women
were probably members of the informal job market than worked in
textiles, during the period 1851-1881. [Tilly and Scott, p.119]
Women's casual labour was especially prevelant in areas in which
husbands work was irregular or seasonal, low waged, or he was
constantly moving. It was easier for women to do informal work within
the home than try to take on a regular job. Women's paid homework
tended to be the kind easily picked up or put down and was often looked
upon as an extension of their normal tasks, which meant they carried a
double burden. Women who were doing casual labour or homework, which
clearly meant work that could be done within the home, improvised to
earn money doing things their contemporaries thought they did best, like
laundry, sewing, selling pre-prepared food to working mothers for their
families, and taking in boarders. [Tilly and Scott , p.127.]
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English straw plaiter, Lucy Luck wrote about her employment during
her husband's slow season: "During that time I have been out doing
washing, and I have looked after a gentleman's house a few times, and I
have taken in needlework. This was before my children were old enough
to work. " [Tilly and Scott, p.127.]
Manglewomen, needlewomen, dressmakers, shoemakers, nurses,
childminders, and cleaning women, were all typical casual labour trades.
Not working directly in the factories, the work of these women often
benefited mill women. For example, a 'tea-woman's' job was to hand out
tea to millworkers before they entered the factory in the morning.
[Hewitt 1958, p.143.] They often made breakfasts or dinners to sell to
the workers who did not have time to eat before leaving their homes or
had nothing prepared for their families when they returned home. [Hewitt
1958, p.143.] Clothing factories offered women employment as
'outworkers', meaning they could take pieces of work home, and upon
completion, return it to the factory for a wage. This was a benefit for
homeworkers, but drove down salaries of women working in the factories.
Women also assisted their husbands in their respective trades which
were often performed at home, such as shoemaking. This type of work
was also disregarded as 'true work' and thus not recorded in the census,
but the wife did contribute

to the family income, by working with her

husband. In addition, he did not have to hire additional help for which he
would have to pay. J.B. Lena, a compositor said he owed much to his wife
for her work. He wrote: "How she laboured at the press and assisted me
in the work of my printing office, with a child in her arms, I have no
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space to tell, nor in fact space to allude to the many ways she contributed
to my good fortune." [Vincent 1981, p.53.]
Being able to balance and separate work time from domestic time was
the biggest obstacle these homeworking women faced. [Roberts 19n,
p.137.] Not only did they manage the household including cleaning,
purchasing and preparing food, sewing, laundering clothes, and taking care
of the children, they had to complete an efficient amount of homework,
often with continual interuptions, in order to make their time worthy.
Balancing the family income was also her job. Mrs. Wrigley, a plate
layer's wife, described her lifestyle as a child within her working class
household, including her parenfs occupation, and the types of food they
ate.
My father was a shoemaker in the 1860's and earned
12s per week. My mother went out day sewing for
1s a day, when she could have work. Our food was
, potatoes, bacon, red herring, bread and milk.
[Davies 1931, p.57.]

Some assumed that married women worked for 'pin money' ; extra
spending money for family luxuries. However, if the ideology of
domesticity was the standard for all women, it would have been more
respectable tor a woman to remain 'idle', than to do homework to
purchase additional emblems of respectability. [Davies 1931, P.57.]

WOMEN AT HOME NOT WORKING
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It was the belief of the ideology of domesticity that "a home is not
truly a home without the full time presence of a woman and the more
womanly a woman is, the more she is sure to throw her personality over
her home." [Butler 1869 ,p.10.] Fourty four percent of all married women
listed in the 1851 census were recorded as housewives, meaning that
they remained at home, doing no intermittent factory work or casual
labour. Of this 44%,30% were women whose husbands were members of
the labour aristocracy. And it was these women who could encompass the
working class ideology of domesticity to its fullest extent. As perceived
by their contemporaries, their normal roles were seen as cooking,
cleaning, sewing, and taking care of the children. Within the home these
women had many duties to uphold standards of the ideology of
domesticity. It was therefore, the members of the labour aristocracy
who could devote their full time to domestic Hfe.
Balancing the family economy and thrifty housekeeping were crucial
skills to the working class housewife. Her work was especially
important to transform raw materials into suitable form for consumption.
The mother is the 'slave', without whose labour the household would
collapse. [Rice 1939, p49.] The health and happiness of her husband and
children were thought to be her most sacred responsibility and were
equally dependent on her thrift of economy. [Rice 1939, p.50.]
Working class women managed the family economy and supervised the
family labour force. "Marriage assigns to the wife the function of
manager and spender of the family income while the husband and adult
children take the responsibilty of providing the income." [Roberts 1984,
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p.110.] The husband's income was usually budgeted by his wife so she
could prepare and buy food, clothing and any other necessities as well as
delegate a certain amount for her husband's spending money. However, it
is known that when a husbands wage was fluctuating, his wife and
children ate less or worse foods, in order to keep the wage earner strong.
A sample budget designed by a plate layer's wife in 1880's shows how his
income of 185 per week was divided into categories:

1s-pocket money
1s-tobacco
7d-Provident pension club
2/8-rent
1/4-coal
10/11-'to live on'
[Davies 1931, Diary of Mrs. Wrigley, p.58 .]

Working class women went so far as to control their husbands
activities in order to make sure that they would be capable of earning
their weekly wage. Too many drunken nights in the public house could
threaten the family income. [Roberts 1984, p.114.] Wives wanted their
husbands to be at home instead of gallavanting around. One woman
reported how her mother no longer wanted her father to play football on
Saturday afternoons. One Saturday afternoon when he questioned where
his shorts were, she replied, "you're not playing football no more," and put
the shorts on the fire. And he never played football anymore. [Roberts
1984, p.114.] Th is is an extreme example of women's power, but not
totally unrealistic. Other duties of working class women who remained
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at home included keeping the house respectable, comfortable and clean,
for her husband to retreat into after a long day at work as well as have a
home cooked meal waiting for his consumption . Ideally the home was
suppose to be an escape from the material outside world, but in reality,
for most waring class families it was not.
Her other duties included educating her children for they were her
direct products. Neglecting this duty caused "the springs of life to be
poisoned." [Reid 1848, p.68.] Baking, sewing, spinning, and making clothes
for the family was considered normal duty for women and such work was
unrewarded.
For this sector of the working class, in which women worked in the
home, there was a move to place domestic life on a pedestal, to see it as
both the source and repository of all positive values and experiences of
working class life. The home was a retreat, a place to nurture children
and display the new behavioral traits of the working class family
following the ideology of domesticity. [Vincent1981, p.56.]
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, there was a definite discrepancy between the Victorian
ideal and the reality of domesticity for working class women. As a result
of industrialization, divisions occurred within the structure of the
working class. Emerging out of the working class and causing a division
within the class, was the labour aristocracy. This division caused not
only a schism between workers, but between their lifestyles.
The members of the labour aristocracy, because they were highly
skilled and earned more money than the average member of the working
class, were able to follow a lifestyle of respectability. This lifestyle
was created by the working class to suit their standards of living .
However, it was known that members of the middle class often looked
down upon working class respectability, measuring them against their
own standards. However, the middle class view did not inhibit the labour
aristocracy or other members of the working class from pursuing their
ideology.
Regular members of the working class attempted to adhere, as best
they could within their wages, to the respectable standards of living the
labour aristocracy exhibited. They were often only able to assume some
characteristics. Not being able to fulfill all respectable qualities, the
community in which they lived often decided the degree of respectability
that would be accepted. However, with industrialization growing, men's
wages were increasing, enabling them to follow respectability more
closely in that they could not only purchase emblems of respectability,
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but could afford to keep their wives at home, not working.
Thus, emerging from respectability, and perhaps the most important
aspect of being respectable, was the ideology of domesticity. The
ideology made the women's place to be in the home; it did not permit
women to work for wages in the factory or within the home. Although the
ideology placed women in the home, her role within the home did not
drastically change. She still took care of the house, the budget, food
preparation, clothing, and family, especially the children. The ideology
not only gave her more time, but her husband's wages increasing and the
standard of living rising, her home became more important and required
the additional time. Due to this glorification of the home, it was often a
necessity that women remain at home, not working, to care for the house
and family. Her staying at home 'idle' became a symbol of great
respectability, as well as conformity to the ideology of domesticity.
This was the ideology that all women of the working class strived to
adhere, but in reality few could follow. Again, each neighborhood and
individual family depending on their financial situation, decided to what
extent they could follow the ideology of domesticity. As seen, the
greatest number of married women who could follow the ideology were
those wives whose husbands were members of the labour aristocracy. Of
the labour aristocracy group, 30% of all wives remained at home, not
working, while only 150/0 of all married women whose husbands were
regular members of the wot1<ing class could afford to, or it was
respectable to remain at home, not working for wages.
Therefore, it was evident that the ideology of domesticity, emerged
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from working class respectability. However, although certain
characteristics of respectability could be attained by all members of the
working class, the ideology of domesticity was an exception. the ideology
of domesticity, in its purest form, meaning that women would remain at
home 'idle', remained an ideal and was not a reality for most married
working class women between 1851 and 1881.
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Aopendix 1

Rates of Wages-Cotton Manufacturing by October 1, 1886
Parliamentary Papers 1889 LXX
General Summary of Rates of Wages of Cotton Manufacturing
According to Occupation and Number Employed in Each Gender

Men

OCCUPATION

wage in s,d

tI

Lads and Boys

Women

#

# wage in s.d

wage in s.d

Girts

# wages,d

SPinning on Self Acting Mules
overlooker

364

38s lOd

mJnders,counts 1-80

6,438

30,8

above 80

397

35,6

unclassed

349

31.0

bigpiacers

5,288

14,2

493 12,3

little piecers

2,785

10,1

92 8,3

Throstle and Bing Spinners
overlookers

125

28,10

spinners

11

SPinning upon

12,3

1,669

12,0

119 8,5

Hand Mules

spinners, counts 40·100
above 100

110

34 ,5

88

40,3

bigpiecers

126

13,7

6

little piecers

96

7,4

17 10,7

13,2

Sealing and Winding
oveOOokers
cop reelers

42

27,5
2,316

12,10

276 9,3
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Women

Lads and Boys

Men

OCCUPATION

#

wage in s,d

#

wage in s,d

bobbin winders

Girls

II wage In s.d

# wage s.d

2,925

12,7

207

9,5

4,070

13,2

853

8,9

undistinguished
reelerSIWinders

Weaving conon Cloth
overlookers

190

32,3

weavers, 3 looms

1,278

16,6

689

15,2

10,678

15,11

1,043 15,8

4 looms

6,235

20,10

41

19,3

13,546

19,11

42

broad loom, 1 loom

21

15,2

152

12,6

2 looms

98

21,9

284

16,1

overlookers

8

31,3

weavers, 3 loom

73

16,6

1,123

17,1

206

19,10

528

18,10

foremen mechanics

13

46,8

millwrights and mechanics

736

30,8

joiners

227

31.0

blacksmith

6

32,4

Weavjng Fustians

4 loom

Miscellaneous

19,4
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